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Kim Harrison (illustrated by Pedro Maia and Gemma
Magno), Blood Work: An Original Hollows Graphic
Novel (Del Rey, 2011), 176 pp., $23.00. Reviewed by
Berni Phillips Bratman.

A

ll the cool kids are getting their fantasy series
made into graphic novels lately. Kim Harrison’s
world of the Hollows is the latest entry.
The Hollows is an alternate version of a section
of Cincinnati. In Harrison’s world, forty years ago,
the vampires, werewolves, witches, and other things
that go bump in the night came out of hiding after an
event called the Turn. The Hollows is the part of Cincinnati where they live, and the I.S., Inderlander Security, is the paranormal-peopled police unit which
keeps things under control.
Blood Work tells of the meeting of Rachel Morgan, the witch who is the protagonist of the Hollows
novels, and Ivy Tamwood, the last living vampire of
the wealthy Tamwood clan. Ivy wears a cross to emphasize her status as a living vampire still in possession of her soul. Recently busted down in the I.S.
from homicide to street detail, she has now been saddled with a new, somewhat green partner, Rachel.
Blood Work predates Dead
Witch Walking, the first of the
Hollows novels. In all the novels, Rachel and Ivy are partners
in a paranormal detective
agency, Vampiric Charms
(telegraphing their two talents).
Fans of the novels
should be aware that the
graphic novel also does not
include Jenks, their pixie partner. Another switch is that Ivy
is the POV character in Blood
Work, not Rachel. We see it all
from Ivy’s perspective: the early, repressed Ivy still in thrall to
Cincinnati’s master vampire,
Piscary.
Irritated by the “goshwow!” enthusiasm of her new
partner, Ivy fails to take their
first joint assignment seriously.
Rachel plunges right in — literally, jumping into the water
under a bridge and interrogating the resident troll. She discovers a murder victim, and
her street savvy and sensitivity allows her to gather
information from the troll that Ivy’s snobbery would

never admit possible.
As you would assume, this odd couple pairing
works and manages to solve the crime. Rachel’s innocence, enthusiasm, and plain chutzpah complements
Ivy’s steely resolve and focus. (There is a hilarious
scene in which Rachel pretends to be a horny lesbian
in order to get a bouncer to let them into a popular
club.) Those who have read the novels may sigh to see
Rachel so innocent and vulnerable before the world
(or Kim Harrison) dragged her through the events of
the nine novels (to date).
The artwork is very well done. Besides being visually beautiful, the artists worked closely with Harrison to get the characters to her specifications. Rachel
isn’t quite as I pictured her, but Ivy is dead on, and
this is Ivy’s story. In her introduction and interview at
the end, Harrison talks about the importance of getting the skin tones right. They had started out too
dark. Rachel is a red head with light skin that freckles
and burns easily. Ivy, as a vampire, had to be paler
than that. There are sketches after the story of various
characters before changes created by Harrison’s input. There is great attention to detail, even to the
thickness of a chain that one of the male characters
wears around his neck. The
backgrounds are well-rendered,
the colors beautiful. The visual
depiction of Ivy’s vamppheromones (also known as
“pulling an aura” in the novels)
works well to illustrate the effect
of her power. It’s not what I had
pictured, reading the novels, but
it is a good “short hand” for a
graphic novel to explain the
effect.
In the interview at the end,
Harrison reveals that she is
working on a second graphic
novel. This is being set up in
Blood Work. There is a shadowy
figure who is observing throughout. On the last page, he reports
to his unseen master. On the
second reading, I realized that
this unseen master must be
Trent, Rachel’s on-again, offagain antagonist “frenemy.”
Fans of the Hollows novels
will be pleased by this addition
to the canon. For those who are
new to the Hollows, this is a lovely introduction. ≡
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MYTHCON

43

CALL FOR PAPERS

Mythopoeic Society Conference 43
August 3–6, 2012
Across the Continents:
Myths and legends from Europe and Asia meet
and mingle
The meeting of cultures, particularly when each appears exotic to the other, generates many possible
outcomes. One culture may conquer or cooperate
with the other. The two (or several) may learn to live
side by side without much interaction, or one may
assimilate the other. In some instances, many cultures
can mingle and influence each other in a way that sets
off an explosion of creativity and cross-pollination.
How has the meeting of East and West influenced
fantasy writers? Interesting things happen at the borders, or the margins, or the corners. Can this be seen
as another example of the interstitial nature of fantasy? Fantasy vs. reality—the ultimate cultural confrontation? Disaster or the seed of creativity, richness,
beauty and complexity? Something in between?
Papers dealing with these conference themes,
including Asian mythology and/or fantasy works
based upon it, (or other themes sparked in your brain
by this topic) are especially encouraged. As always,
we welcome papers focusing on the work and interests of the Inklings (especially J. R. R. Tolkien, C. S.
Lewis, and Charles Williams), of our Guests of Honor, and other fantasy authors and themes. Papers
from a variety of critical perspectives and disciplines
are welcome.
Each paper will be given a one-hour slot to allow
time for questions, but individual papers should be
timed for oral presentation in 40 minutes maximum.
Two presenters who wish to present short, related
papers may also share a one-hour slot. Participants
are encouraged to submit papers chosen for presentation at the conference to Mythlore, the refereed journal of the Mythopoeic Society (www.mythsoc.org/
mythlore). All papers should conform to
the MLA Style Manual. Paper abstracts (250 word
maximum), along with contact information, should
be sent to the Papers Coordinator at the following
address (e-mail is preferable) by 15 April, 2012.
Please include your AV requests and the projected
time needed for your presentation.
Edith L. Crowe // edithcrowe@comcast.net //
Faculty Emerita, San Jose State University
WWW.MYTHSOC.ORG/MYTHCON/43
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS
Salwa Khoddam. Mythopoeic Narnia: Memory, Metaphor, and Metamorphoses in The Chronicles of
Narnia. Winged Lion Press, 286
pp. $16.99 (softcover). ISBN 9781936294114. July, 2011.

Jason Fisher, ed. Tolkien and the
Study of His Sources: Critical Essays. McFarland, 240 pp. $40.00
(softcover). ISBN 9780786464821. July, 2011.

Verlyn Flieger. Green Suns and
Faërie: Essays on J.R.R. Tolkien.
Kent State UP, 224 pp. $24.95
(softcover). ISBN 9781606350942. August, 2011.

Cor Block. A Tolkien Tapestry:
Pictures to accompany The Lord of
the Rings. HarperCollins, 160 pp.
£20.00 (hardcover). ISBN 9780007437986. September, 2011.

Wayne G. Hammond and
Christina Scull. The Art of The
Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. HarperCollins. 144 pp. (hardcover).
ISBN 978-000744081-8.
October, 2011.

Donald T. Williams, Stars Through the Clouds
(Lantern Hollow Press, 2011), 360 pp., $15.00. Reviewed by Jen Pearson.

S

tars Through the Clouds by Donald T. Williams
contains well over 300 pages of poetry divided
into five sections. The first section celebrates the
Southern Appalachians, the second consists of religious poetry, the third takes us to the realm of King
Arthur, the fourth is dedicated to light verse, and the
last is a collection of poems in response to contemporary life.
About halfway through this book, it struck me
that I was reading fan poetry. I’d heard of fan fiction
before but never fan poetry. Yet here I was in the
midst of it. Williams’s fandom encompasses several
passions: poetic forms, especially the sonnet and the
villanelle (and the limerick and the clerihew in light
verse); the natural world; God, Christ and Bible stories; the Arthurian legend; and the works of Tolkien
and Lewis. His most natural mode seems to be one of
tribute (sometimes taking the form of a lament).
The combination of a love of formal verse and a
desire to revisit and celebrate things of the past results
in a book that lacks originality but still has charm. I
particularly enjoyed the section of light verse which
often targets academics and academia, an arena sorely
in need of leavening. In the first section that focuses
on nature poetry, there’s a long poem called “Toccoa
Falls: An Ode,” which is a wonderful tracing of the
history of that location, currently the home of a small
college. Toccoa is lucky to have Williams serving as
their bard. I think it’s a shame more poets don’t take
up the work of creating a poetic record of a place to
which they are attached. A fear of being provincial or
producing poetry that is less than stellar often keeps
poets from using poetry to engage with their communities, which in the end is only a loss to poetry overall
since it becomes viewed as too rarified for everyday
life.
As mentioned above, Williams is a fan of strict
rhyme and meter. He bemoans the lack of formal
poetry in the contemporary poetry scene, apparently
having missed the New Formalism movement that
began in the late 1980s, gaining a following through
the efforts of Dana Gioia, Annie Finch, Marilyn
Hacker, John Hollander, and Mark Jarman. And of
course, Richard Wilbur just continued to work in
form with great success regardless of movements.
However, admittedly, few poets now write solely in
established forms, and terza rima, Spenserian stanzas,
and Anglo-Saxon verse, all of which Williams dabbles
in, remain rare choices for most poets. While villa-

nelles have remained popular throughout the years, a
reader is not likely to see as many in one place
(outside of a book dedicated to them) as can be found
in Stars Through the Clouds. My favorite is
“Prescription for a Broken Relationship.” The last
seven lines bring it all together neatly:
When we have fallen, shattered bones may grow
Back crooked; they cannot be left that way.
We have to break them then to make them
whole.
The sad condition of the human soul
Needs nothing less its conflicts to allay.
The Heart has reasons Reason doesn’t know,
And only what is broken can be whole.
What most interested me about Williams’s poetry wasn’t his use of form but rather his bringing forward out of the past poems that remark on the viewing of something man-made. Two of this sort from
the past that immediately come to mind are “On First
Looking into Chapman’s Homer” and “On Seeing the
Elgin Marbles,” both by John Keats. An example of a
Williams poem title along the same lines is “The
5

Tempest: The New American Shakespeare Tavern,
Atlanta, Georgia, 5/24/09.” He also has poems in response to seeing a historically important door, to seeing a movie, and to visiting a shrine, among others.
I’ve always been perplexed why we don’t see more of
these sorts of poems in current poetry, especially considering how much of what we now see is man-made.
My favorite poem in this book is a Petrarchan
sonnet in response to seeing Van Gogh’s painting
“Starry Night” at the High Museum in Atlanta. The
sestet:
So still the starlight pierces as it swirls
Above the silent hills and sleeping town
Behind the cypress writhing in the wind.
Again the heart its fierce defiance hurls,
In swaths of yellow, blue, and green and brown
Carves out one hour of peace before the end.
At the beginning of Stars Through the Clouds,
Williams refers to this book as his “life work.” It’s
clear that he has set himself some huge poetic challenges over the years and has created a substantial
body of work. But he’s not dead yet. And hopefully
he’s still got a few good years left in him. I have little
doubt he’ll continue to hurl his juicy limericks and
clerihews to the enjoyment of all. However, I would
especially like to see him try an original story, perhaps something mythic that draws on his obviously
extensive knowledge yet transmuting it into something new, or perhaps taking something from our
own time or a nearer time and casting it in a traditional form that helps lend the sense of the mythic to
it.
Williams has been disturbed by disregard for
traditional form in contemporary poetry. But I think
what prevents the creation of mythic poetry in our
time is the even more pervasive emphasis on the lyric
rather than the narrative mode. Despite a revival of
poetic form, few people now write stories as poetry.
The narrative tradition, usually embodied in longer
poems that aren’t convenient to anthologize in historical reviews of literature, has largely been lost (with
the exception of those of ancient times with the nearest being the full length volumes of Spenser and Milton.)
Thus the Mythopoeic Society doesn’t need to
consider offering a poetry prize. There’s no pool from
which to choose. It’s a void waiting to be filled. ≡
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Kaoru Kurimoto (translated by Alexander O. Smith
with Elye J. Alexander), The Guin Saga. Reviewed by
Daniel Baird.
Book 1: The Leopard Mask (Vertical, 2003). Originally
published as Hyōtō no Kamen 豹頭の仮面
(Hayakawa Shobo, 1979).
Book 2: Warrior in the Wilderness (Vertical, 2003).
Originally published as Kōya no Senshi 荒野
の戦士 (1979).
Book 3: Battle of Nospherus (Vertical, 2003). Originally published as Nosuferasu no Tatakaiノス
フェラスの戦い (1980).
Book 4: Prisoner of the Lagon (Vertical, 2008). Originally published as Ragon no Ryoshuラゴン
の虜囚 (1980).
Book 5: The Marches King (Vertical, 2008). Originally
published as Henkyo no Oja辺境の王者
(1980).
id you ever read the twenty-five novel series of
D
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Tarzan of the Apes? I
voraciously read them as a child and reading The
Guin Saga brought back all of those wonderful childhood memories. The Guin Saga is one of the oldest
(as far as the modern genre is concerned) and longest
running fantasy series in Japan — Kurimoto was
working on the 130th novel when she passed away in
2009. As such it holds a special place for introducing
and influencing motifs, tropes, and character types in
Japanese fantasy. Although the novels have been likened to Conan the Barbarian, Harry Potter, and even
The Lord of the Rings, with sweeping fantasy both
high and low and even some stories feeling more like
something out of sci-fi, these first five novels remind
me of Tarzan.
Perhaps it is the monkey-like Sem who figure
predominately as both protagonists and antagonists
throughout. Maybe it is the main character, Guin,
who like Tarzan stands tall and well-muscled in his
bronze skin as he converses with animals in their language. Then again it could be the themes of the clash
of civilization versus wilderness, and just what is civilization anyway? Tarzan had his jungles and Guin’s
Nospherus is no less a dangerous place with sand
worms, sand leeches, bigeaters, big mouths, and other
nasties ready to eat, slime, or otherwise terrify humans. Remember Tarzan’s big fight with the main
ape in a contest for dominance? Guin does have an
episode of wrestling a lagon, who although not apelike, are a race of people who stand out mainly be-

cause they are the only race of anything more muscled then Guin himself.
Lest you begin to think that Kurimoto needs to
be brought up on posthumous charges of plagiarism I
need to bring in the other half of the Guin Saga, the
one that truly places it in the realm of fantasy. The
whole story begins, not with Guin, but rather with
two spoiled twins, Rinda (female) and Remus (male)
who awake to find that their kingdom of Parros has
been invaded by the Mongaul. Of course their parents, the king and queen of Parros, have been killed in
the process. Unfortunately for the invaders a bit of
magic is used to wisk the twins away and thus sets up
the story of find the twin heirs to Parros. The first to
do so is Guin but I don’t want to spoil the story by
giving away how. Add in villains such as Amnelis,
daughter of an archduke of Mongaul, rogues such as
Istavan the Crimson Mercenary, and Suni the required cuddly sidekick (sidekick? well if you have
seen any Japanese fantasy anime such as Magic
Knights Rayearth you get the point), and you get adventures serious and comic.
The Guin Saga is important simply because of its
place in history, inspiring many other later important
fantasy series such as Record of Lodoss War or Slayers.
Unfortunately only the first five volumes are currently available in English translation. The translator,
Smith, I should point out also did The Twelve Kingdoms series, but Vertical Press did a better job than
Tokyopop, resulting in a better reading experience
(no misspellings, etc.) There has been an anime released from The Guin Saga that goes beyond the first
five books but still
leaves the reader/
watcher wishing for
more. Finally Vertical
has also released a 3volume manga of a
side story: The Seven
Magi, illustrated by
Kazuaki Yanagisawa.
(A warning on the
manga, although the
novels and anime are
kid-friendly, the manga are definitely not,
with intense depictions of violence and
nudity.) So go ahead
and indulge in a bit of muscle-flexing, swordswinging, spell-casting, wooing, and general warfare
and adventurous mayhem this week and dare the
wilds of Nospherus in The Guin Saga. ≡

The Name Bolger.
By Mark T. Hooker.

I

n the Nomenclature he prepared for translators of
The Lord of the Ringsa, Tolkien says that Bolger is a
Hobbit name that should not be translated. The Bolger family estate, says Tolkien, was at Budgeford, and
the first element of this name should be regarded as a
corruption of the elements bolge/bulge. “Whatever
their real origin,” continues Tolkien, in his tale these
names are used “to suggest that they were in origin
nicknames referring to fatness, tubbiness.” (see Nomenclature, Budgeford) This makes a great deal of
sense, as the nickname for Fredegar Bolger is “Fatty.”
Tolkien is certainly on solid linguistic ground in
referring to a sense of fatness in the name Bolger.
Bulge is defined as a rotundity, a swelling; a protuberance. Compare: bilge, the protuberant part of a cask.
These glosses certainly suggest an overabundance of
waistline. A linguist of Tolkien’s caliber would have
doubtless also been aware of the name’s “real origin.”
The great Bosworth-Toller dictionary of AngloSaxon, for example, defines the cognate bælg, bælig as
a bulge, a bag; related to Latin bulga.
In Latin, bulga means little bag. In Dante’s Inferno, the circles of the Hell are referred to as Bolgia. The
eighth circle, for example, is the Malebolge (evil
pouches, bags), of which there are ten. Compare: malignant, malevolent, and malfunction.
In the context of Baggins, Bag-End, Bagshot Row,
Sackville-Baggins, and Maggot < mBaggot,1 an inquisitive linguist is inclined to give consideration to some
of the other meanings of Bolger. The suggestion of a
tautological reading, à la the double-barreled name
Sackville-Baggins is suggested by the fact that in Tolkien’s drafts, the name of the character who would
become Frodo was named Bingo Bolger-Baggins.
In Tolkien’s time, the Irish tradition of the Fir
Bolg was widespread. The Fir Bolg were “The Bag
People,” with reference to an object that typified
them. The purported purpose of the object varies with
the source, but the object for which they are named
was widely held to be a bag.
In Irish, bolg (also bolc, balc) means bag. Compare ustud-bolg (treasure bag), and Bolg Airgit (bag of
money) — the King of the Fir Cul. The diminutive of
bolg is builgean/builgein (little bag). In Welsh, bag is
boly, bola, bol.
Modern theorists reject the “bag” etymology for
Fir Bolg, and posit a theonym Bolg, the Thunder God
or Goddess.2 This theonym would appear to be derived from bheleg (to shine, to flash, to burn).3 This
would be cognate with the Anglo-Saxon bǽl (fire) in
7
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ance didn’t translate either name. ≡
Notes
1

For a more detailed discussion of the name Maggot and
the ‘B’ to ‘M’ eclipsis, see Hooker, “Farmer Maggot,” The
Hobbitonian Anthology, Llyfrawr, 2009, pp. 32–44.
2

Patricia Monaghan, The Encyclopedia of Celtic Mythology
and Folklore, New York: Facts on File, 2004, p. 194.
3

David Rankin, Celts and the Classical World, London:
Routledge, 1996, p. 88.
4

C.M. O’Keefe, “Utility of the Irish Language in the Study
of the Classics,” The American Catholic Quarterly Review,
volume 12 (January–October 1887), Philadelphia, p. 477.
5

William Shakespeare, The Winter’s Tale, (volume 16 of
New Penguin Shakespeare), Ernest Schanzer (ed.), Penguin,
1969, pp. 108, 199–200.

Tom Bombadil, by Sarah Beach

Bosworth-Toller. The old glosses for the name of a
weapon called the gath builg were “bag arrow.” Modern interpretations would suggest that it was a thunder/lightning arrow. Compare: gath bolg = quiver (bag
for arrows). This new thinking, however, post-dates
Tolkien, and therefore would not have influenced his
perception of the elements in Bolger. The name Bolger
in Tolkien’s legendarium can be dated to as early as at
least 1938 (See Letters 31).
The Fir Bolg were one of the inhabitants the island of Ireland before the coming of the Tuatha Dé
Danann. The Fir Bolg are generally recognized as a
Celtic tribe, the name of which is cognate with the
name of modern-day Belgium.
Ceasar said that the Belgae were the most warlike
people of Gaul. In 280 b.c., a group of Celts led by
Bolgius conquered Macedonia, decapitating the Macedonian king, Ptolemy Ceraunus (The Thunderbolt),
and hoisting his head on a lance as a lesson to any
Macedonians who might be entertaining thoughts of
opposing him.4
Tolkien’s statement that the first element in the
name Budgeford should be considered a corruption of
the elements bolge/bulge is on as equally firm linguistic ground as is his gloss of bolge/bulge (fatness). A
linguistic relative of budge appears in Shakespeare’s
The Winter’s Tale:5 budget (a leather bag). The etymology in the OED reports that budget (related to
budge [a leather bag]) is a calque of the French bougette, a diminutive of bouge (leather bag). Bouge itself
is subsequently listed in the OED, where it is defined
as a small leather bag or wallet. The OED further reports that Bouge is related to the Latin bulga (a leather
bag), and cognate with the Old Irish bolg, bolc (a
sack).
Budgeford and Bolger, therefore, form part of a
linguistic valance that revolves around leather bag.
Tolkien seems never to have met a double-entendre
that he didn’t like. He certainly has enough of them in
the “coherent structure” (Letters 250) of names he
created for his legendarium, for example: Esgaroth,
Mordor, and Orthanc. In providing instructions to
translators in Nomenclature, however, Tolkien had to
recognize that the double-entendre of Bolger = bag <>
obese would be impossible to recreate in the target
languages of the translators who read his instructions.
In such situations, it is customary to pick one of the
multiple features of the pun, and translate it, or not to
translate anything, and leave the name in the original
(Tolkien’s instruction). In Nomenclature, Tolkien’s
gloss simply tells translators which one of the features
is most important to him, if they have to translate
something. Most of the translators of my acquaint-

Robert E. Howard, Sword Woman and Other Historical Adventures (Del Rey, 2011), 547 pp., $18.00. Reviewed by Brian Murphy.
There is no literary work, to me, half as zestful as
rewriting history in the guise of fiction … a single
paragraph may be packed with action and drama
enough to fill a whole volume
of fiction.
—Robert E. Howard

R

obert E. Howard (1906–
1936),
whose
precataclysmic barbarians Conan the
Cimmerian and Kull the Conqueror appeared in the pulp magazine pages of Weird Tales, was
also a lover and a student of history. Arguably it was his chief
passion in life, and for a while
Howard tried to make a career as
a writer of historical fiction. Unfortunately the exigencies of the
pulp fiction market and his publish or die plight (Howard made
his living as a writer in Depression-era Texas) did not allow him
to perform the kind of careful
research that was needed to write
in the field, and so he returned to
tales of swords and sorcery, the
sub-genre of fantasy of which he is generally regarded
as the progenitor.
But throughout his life, and particularly from
1930 to 1933 Howard penned a series of colorful historical fiction tales set in some of the most fertile periods of martial history. The Crusades, the Viking Age,
the Roman Empire, and 16th-century France provided the backdrop for some of Howard’s most memorable stories. A handful were published in Howard’s
lifetime in magazines like Oriental Stories and The
Magic Carpet Magazine; most languished, unpublished, until the “Howard boom” of the 1960s and
1970s.
Sword Woman and Other Historical Adventures,
the eleventh volume of Howard’s works published by
Del Rey, collects much of Howard’s historical fiction
and poetry. The Del Reys are a grail for the serious
Howard fan. For years, about the only Howard fiction
one could easily buy was the Lancer/Ace paperbacks,
the editors of which engaged in some ill-advised and
heavy-handed editing Howard’s texts and placed
them alongside pastiches of questionable quality. The

Del Reys restore Howard’s original, unaltered prose
to its full glory and adorn them with wonderful black
and white interior illustrations and informative introductions and afterwords by Howard scholars.
Sword Woman and Other Historical Adventures
continues this tradition of Del Rey quality. It includes
16 stories, a handful of poems, and some gorgeous
interior art by John Watkiss. Historical fiction author Scott Oden
(Men of Bronze, The Lion of Cairo) provides the introduction,
and author/editor Howard Andrew Jones adds an exhaustive
concluding essay, “Howard’s
Journey: Historical Influences to
Historical Triumphs.” Sword
Woman also includes several
untitled fragments and notes on
Howard’s original texts.
What makes Howard such a
great and enduring writer? First
and foremost, his ability to write
gripping,
colorful,
blooddrenched, action-packed scenes
that draw the reader in effortlessly. For example, witness this passage from The Road of Azrael, a
story that includes a glorious
mish-mash of Moslems, Crusaders, and Vikings, and even an
appearance by Harold, King of
the Saxons, who in Howard’s universe survived an
arrow to the eye at Hastings and lived for years
among the Danes, fighting one-eyed in the shield
wall:
I had thought the Crusaders mighty fighters,
but never had I seen such warriors as these, who
never tired, whose light eyes blazed with strange
madness, and who chanted wild songs as they
smote. Aye, they dealt great blows! I saw Skel
Thorwald’s son hew a Kurd through the hips so
the legs fell one way and the torso another. I saw
King Harold deal a Turk such a blow that the
head flew ten paces from the body. I saw Hrothgar hew off a Persian’s leg at the thigh, though
the leg was cased in heavy mail.
Sword Woman also demonstrates Howard’s talent for writing colorful, memorable characters. These
include warriors like Cormac FitzGeoffrey, a halfIrish, half Norman with enormous strength who
fights with a terrible ferocity, and Diego de Guzman,
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a Spaniard who visits Cairo in the guise of a Muslim
on a message on revenge. On the opposite end of the
spectrum is Giles Hobson, the rotund vagabond protagonist of Gates of Empire, one of the gems of the
collection. Gates opens with a drunken jest Hobson
plays on Sir Guiscard de Chastillon, an irritable, humorless knight just back from crusading in the holy
land. Hobson flees one step ahead of the enraged
Guiscard, and with impeccable comedic timing the
two run into each other again and again throughout
the tale, typically in the midst of life and death situations in which Guiscard’s desire for vengeance threatens to overcome his own self-preservation. Howard
was, to borrow a phrase he used to describe his most
famous creation Conan, a man of gigantic melancholies and a gigantic mirth.
As the title of the collection implies, Sword
Woman also includes warriors of the female persuasion. Some critics have accused Howard of misogyny,
and certainly there are maidens who wind up across
the bow of the saddle of Howard’s heroes as they ride
off into the sunset. But Howard also penned some
incredibly strong and unforgettable female warriors
capable of holding their own against any man. The
eponymous Sword Woman from which this collection
takes its name contains one of his most vivid female
creations, Agnes de Chastillon. Agnes is headstrong,
proud, vicious fighter who shuns marriage for the
perils and adventure of the open road. Sword Woman
opens with Agnes driving a dagger into the breast of
her would-be husband, a marriage of interest arranged against her will by her overbearing ogre of a
father. When Agnes awakes the next day in her torn
wedding dress, she has discovered a buried life within, women’s liberation born in blood:
I sat up, wondering for an instant at the
strangeness of it all, then sight of my torn wedding robes and the blood-crusted dagger in my
girdle brought it all back. And I laughed again as
I remembered Francois’ expression as he fell, and
a wild surge of freedom flooded me, so I felt like
dancing and singing like a mad woman.
In addition to his characterization and ability to
write headlong action, Howard was a writer of surprising depths. Like J.R.R. Tolkien, Howard expressed
a heavy melancholy for that which has been lost in
the marches of time, casting a sad glance over his
shoulder at receding history and the glories of wilder,
freer times. Read enough Howard and you encounter
a sense of foreboding and doom, the call of the abyss.
One of Howard’s deepest beliefs, expressed in his
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fiction and in his personal letters, was that barbarism
was the natural state of mankind. The longer cities
remain civilized, the more they drift from their strong
beginnings carved out by the sword-arm, and the
more corrupt they become. Warriors must remain in
motion lest their sword-edge — and their killer’s edge
— grow rusty and dull from disuse. This sentiment
reaches its fruition in “Beyond the Black River,” arguably his finest Conan story, but we see it expressed in
his historical fiction and his poetry, too, as in “The
Outgoing of Sigurd the Jerusalem-Farer.” ≡

Kris Saknussemm, Enigmatic Pilot: A Tall Tale Too
True (Random House, 2011), 368 pp., $16.00. Reviewed by Jen Pearson.
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o determine whether you would enjoy Enigmatic Pilot by Kris Saknussemm, answer the first
two of five questions I will be posing in this review:
(1) How much machinery do you like in your fantasy? And, (2) Do you like alternative histories? If your
answer to the first is “a lot” and your answer to the
second is “yes,” then you may enjoy this novel more
than I did. Having never read steampunk, I can’t say
with certainty that Enigmatic Pilot is an example of
that phenomenon, but I wasn’t far into this novel
before it occurred to me that I was reading an American rural frontier version of steampunk. This didn’t
put me off particularly. I knew it wasn’t going to be
sword and sorcery.
The cover blurb mentioned characters named
Haphaestus and Rapture, redolent with allusion.
Their child is billed as “sexually precocious,” which I
took as a hint of his being cupid-like, though his
name is Lloyd. A preliminary chapter suggests the
possibility of the novel engaging in some social or
political criticism of our present century, which also
piqued my interest. However, if there was any additional criticism of that sort, I missed it.
Haphaestus is fairly Vulcanish, with a club foot,
blacksmith skills and a yen for inventing, but Rapture
never strikes me as a representation of Venus or as a
personification of the salvation of the righteous at the
end of the world. While Lloyd is way ahead of his age
group sexually, he isn’t very cupid-like. His passion is
mainly for machines. Cupid created mischief by making people desire others or fall in love. Lloyd’s mischief involves inventing, and all the sexual desire involves himself as one of the participants rather than
inspiring it between others.
Which brings us to another qualifying question:

(3) Do you think an adult woman would find the
erection of a six-year-old sexually exciting? If, like
me, your reaction is along the lines of “you’ve got to
be kidding” or “this is not the fantasy I signed up for,”
then you can expect to have your willing suspension
of disbelief occasionally abused in this novel. The
sexuality in it is very phallocentric. A woman (or adolescent girl) sees an erection and is immediately likewise aroused and will cover it with her corresponding
part or invite insertion.
However, perhaps the gadgetry will enchant another reader enough to overlook
such bumps in the road. Lloyd’s
mechanical genius and the mechanical mysteries he learns about
are what drive the story. Lloyd’s
genius makes him an object of
interest to two underground
groups who want to tempt him to
use it to their own ends. He endeavors to remain free of the designs of others while still harboring an intense curiosity about the
mysterious devices he sees or
hears about in relation to these
groups and other fringe groups he
encounters.
Saknussem also appears to
enjoy the historical period. Sometimes this results in good scenebuilding, and sometimes it degenerates into long lists of trade items.
I often got the impression the author was trying to prove to me his
extensive knowledge of the period,
just as some fantasy writers will become overly specific about swordplay to prove they’ve done their research. The only advantage to this excess of detail for
me is that skipping over paragraphs of such dross
gives me the impression I’m a faster reader than I am.
But I prefer novels that keep me reading every word
and thus engaged in the story and unconscious of
how fast time is progressing in the real world.
Saknussem makes good use of the general instability of this period with its riverboat gambling, religious inventiveness and vigilantism to create interesting encounters. Yet this too sometimes becomes a
weakness. The novel feels very episodic. Individual
scenes are rendered well but there’s little feeling of
direction overall. The family sets out from Ohio to
join Lloyd’s uncle in Oklahoma. The uncle hints he
has found something amazing and wonderful. The
parents are largely incompetent and thus in continual

financial distress that creates repeated stagnation on
their journey. I have no idea why Saknussem chose to
do this. To give the child Lloyd repeated opportunities to save the day with his inventiveness? One instance would have been enough for me.
The story drags and in the end we aren’t rewarded by finally getting to where we were supposedly
going or resolving any of the mysteries — none of
them. Instead, five pages before the book’s faux end
(it’s part one of a series) the narration switches from
third person omniscient to first person. The transition
is reminiscent of cartoons in
which we suddenly see a pen or
pencil and pull back to see the
illustrator, who then talks to the
cartoon character about what it’s
doing on the page. And so in these
last few pages, Lloyd is co-opted
by the omniscient narrator who is
essentially saying, “Sorry, pal, but
this next part requires the Big
Kahuna.” All things remain the
same in the story except that
Lloyd is no longer who others in
the story think he is. The narrator
is using him as a disguise. So the
penultimate qualifying question
is, (4) Do you like metafiction in
your fantasy? And the last question: (5) Do you like being cued to
gasp, “Golly, I wasn’t expecting
that,” while the author pats himself on the back for his guile, imagining he has hooked you for the
next book? I don’t — especially
when I’m really thinking, “Oh brother!” (and not out
of familial affection).
As is now clear, this is the first of who knows
how many books. If it had announced itself as such, I
probably wouldn’t have read it. I assumed it was a
stand-alone novel and that everything on the back
cover blurb would transpire within its 360-odd pages.
Instead, readers are only introduced to one of the
“two secret societies” supposedly in an “arcane dispute,” which is never made clear. Lloyd doesn’t appear to have any firm “ideas” of his own regarding the
societies (and isn’t even Lloyd any more). While he
has discovered seemingly magical objects toward the
end of the book, it’s unclear whether this is the
“occult technology” referred to in the blurb. For me,
this resulted in disappointment rather than continued
intrigue. I don’t trust the author to deliver the goods
and don’t intend to read book two. ≡
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